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POLICY PURPOSE 
 
Students enter graduate studies for a variety of reasons, including qualification for a career in or 
outside of academia, preparation for further academic studies, self-development, and/or interest.  
To serve its graduate students well, Concordia’s Faculty of Graduate Studies (hereafter “FGS”) 
recognizes that good relationships between graduate students and their faculty supervisors or 
advisors (hereafter collectively referred to as “supervisor”) are critical to the success of graduate 
students for the following reasons: 
 

a. These relationships are associated with higher completion rates of graduate programs and 
faster times to completion; 

b. These relationships are crucial to the development of graduate students who are more 
committed to their programs, and therefore are more productive (as measured by their 
future publications, professional accomplishments, and vocations); and 

c. These relationships are considered by graduate students as one of the most important 
aspects of their graduate school experience. 

 
For these reasons, Concordia’s FGS recognizes that developing a Graduate Student Supervision 
Policy— which fosters the benefits of effective graduate supervision as outlined above— is a key 
component of its graduate programs and the overall graduate-student experience. 
 
Fundamental Differences in Disciplines 
 
Concordia’s FGS also recognizes that the differences in the academic disciplines results in 
varied practices and models in the supervision of graduate students. In Management and 
Science programs, a group-based, apprenticeship supervision model is commonplace, where the 
supervision is often incorporated into the research process itself. As a result, the student’s 
research is closely connected with that of the supervisor and his or her research interests 
and scholarly pursuits. In the Arts and Humanities, on the other hand, an individual 
apprenticeship model is often utilized, wherein a student’s research is often independent from that 
of the supervisor, and thus not often directly related to supervisor’s own research pursuits. In 
the Social Sciences, the degree of the supervisor’s involvement in the student’s research may 
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vary significantly throughout the supervisory relationship— from a situation where the 
supervisor guides the research to that where the student is the final owner of the research. 
Applied research projects may be supervised by an adjunct faculty member in addition to a 
department faculty member. In a professional doctoral program students may have a variety of 
adjunct clinical supervisors overseeing their development of particular skills in a focus area.  
Concordia’s FGS recognizes that each of these approaches provides a unique and multifaceted 
approach to pedagogy. 
 
Notwithstanding the differences between these academic disciplines, it is evident from 
experience and scholarly research in this area that there are key supervisory practices and 
principles— such as regular and effective communication, well-matched expectations, and mutual 
respect— that transcend these academic disciplines and facilitate good supervision. These 
practices and principles are exemplified in the “Guiding Principles for Graduate Student 
Supervision” (prepared by the Canadian Association for Graduate Studies) which form the 
basis of this policy. 
 
Student Diversity 
 
Concordia’s graduate student population is a diverse community with a broad range of 
educational and cultural experiences. It is therefore not surprising that differences in cultural 
backgrounds between the students and their supervisors may contribute to misunderstandings 
and conflicts. Different understandings of gender, nationality, race, religious faith, disability, 
sexual orientation, class, as well as family responsibilities can also prove challenging in the 
student-supervisor relationship. It is therefore essential that Concordia’s FGS and faculty 
develop and implement policies of graduate supervision that address these challenges in a 
meaningful and respectful manner. 
 
POLICY 
 
The policies outlined below are intended to facilitate strong and dynamic graduate student-
supervisor relationships, as well as diffuse potential misunderstandings and conflicts. 

 
1. A supervisor for each graduate student will be identified early on in the student’s 

program and will be reported to Concordia’s Dean of Graduate Studies in a timely 
fashion. 

 
The timely, clear identification of a supervisor for each graduate student is vital to the 
student’s success. The supervisor plays a key role in setting the direction of the graduate 
student’s research. Therefore each graduate program director, in consultation with his or her 
faculty members, will: 

 
a) assign a supervisor to each graduate student; and 
b) report details of every assignment to Concordia’s Dean of Graduate Studies.  

 
2. Each supervisor must have a proven track record of experience in supervising 

graduate students before commencing a supervisory role of a Concordia graduate 
student. 

 
Every supervisor in a Concordia graduate program must have: 
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a) a proven track record of experience supervising graduate students; or 
b) have been mentored in supervision by working with an experienced co-supervisor; or 
c) taken an approved course on graduate supervision at a major Canadian university before                 

he or she can be assigned to supervise a Concordia graduate student. 

 
3. In those graduate programs that utilize supervisory committees or equivalents, they 

must be established in the program of the graduate student. 
 

In some graduate programs, a supervisory committee (or an equivalent) is required for a 
student’s graduate program to: 
 

a) serve as a supplementary resource for graduate student’s research; 
b) help monitor the program progress of the graduate student; 
c) approve the applied research project, thesis, thesis project, or dissertation for defense; and 
d) play a role in mitigating or managing conflict between supervisor and student should 

it arise. 

 
In those graduate programs where a supervisory committee is required, each graduate program 
director, in consultation with his or her faculty members, will: 

 
i) assign a supervisory committee to each graduate student; and 
ii) report details of this assignment to Concordia’s Dean of Graduate Studies. 

 
4. The expectations, roles, and responsibilities of graduate students and supervisors 

should be made clear. 

 
Every graduate program director, in consultation with his or her faculty members, shall: 
 

a) develop guidelines on the roles of the supervisor and the graduate student in the 
program; and 

b) provide a copy of these guidelines to the Dean of Graduate Studies for approval. 

 
After the Dean has approved the said guidelines, the graduate program director shall provide 
a copy of these guidelines to: 

 
a) every graduate student in the program; and 
b) every graduate supervisor in the program. 

 
Each program’s guidelines on the roles of the supervisor and the graduate student shall clearly 
define: 

 
a) the extent and nature of direction from the supervisor; 
b) the degree of independence of the student; 
c) the frequency, preparation for, and manner in which consultation and feedback will be 

given by the supervisor; 
 

d) the frequency of submissions, drafts, and progress reports of written work undertaken by 
the student; 
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e) the role of the supervisor in editing the student’s work; 
f) the manner in which ideological or opinion differences will be handled; 
g) the responsibility of the student to abide by Concordia’s Copyright, Academic 

Honesty, Intellectual Property, and  “Turnitin” policies; and 
h) the importance of academic honesty in the relationship between the student and his or 

her supervisor, and that this relationship can be irreparably harmed should the student 
participate in academic dishonesty or plagiarism. 

 

If a particular graduate program requires a written agreement to be signed by the 
supervisor and the graduate student detailing the issues outlined above, then it is 
important that each student have informed consent before executing the agreement and is not 
coerced into signing a contract with which he or she is not in agreement. The agreement 
must state that it is subject to the written approval of the Dean of Graduate Studies. 

 
A copy of all program guidelines as well as all written agreements with graduate students shall be 
submitted to the Dean of the Faculty Studies for approval in a timely manner. 
 
5. Supervisors  should  be  readily  accessible  to  their  students,  and  regular 

monitoring of and feedback to their students should be ensured. 

 
Graduate study can be a very unfamiliar and daunting experience for the new graduate student; 
this is even more so the case for a foreign student in Canada. Because graduate programs are 
often less structured than undergraduate programs, it is essential that every supervisor: 

 
a) be very accessible to his or her graduate student to provide guidance and feedback; 
b) arrange frequent meetings with the graduate student at which academic, research, and 

other issues are addressed, progress is reviewed, evaluation is provided, and future 
activities are identified that will be  important for the success of the student; 

c) provide a written report on his or her student’s progress that will be submitted to the 
program director at least once a year (the graduate program director will submit copies of 
such reports to the Dean of Graduate Studies in a timely manner); 

d) conduct periodic reviews and evaluations of his or her student’s activities and 
progress on a more informal basis (for example, in office or lab meetings, email 
communications, and telephone conversations); and 

e) ensure the continuation of quality supervision of the graduate student when the 
supervisor will be absent from the university for extended periods of time (e.g. on 
sabbatical or during sick leave). This may necessitate the appointment of a 
temporary supervisor, which must be approved by the graduate program director, and 
which must be communicated to the Dean of Graduate Studies within 14 days of the 
change of supervisor. 

 
6. The  relationship  between  the  student  and  the  supervisor  must  always  be 

professional. 
 

Regardless of how friendly and supportive a supervisor is with his or her student, this 
relationship must always be academic, professional, and at arm’s length. Relationships that are 
within arm’s length (for instance, romantic, sexual, or involve family or business ties) are 
unacceptable between supervisors and students. If a conflict of interest arises between a 
student and his or her supervisor (for example, when a supervisor develops 
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emotional, financial, and/or business arrangements with the student), then the graduate program  
director will: 
 

a) immediately communicate this conflict of interest to the Dean of Graduate 
Studies; 

b) replace the supervisor with a new supervisor; 
c) provide the Dean of Graduate Studies with the name of a new supervisor within 14 

days of the change of supervisor; 
d) meet with the student and the new supervisor to: 

 
i) advise all parties why the change of supervisor was necessary; 
ii) review the progress of the student in the program; and 
iii) draft a new supervision plan, in conjunction with the student and the new 

supervisor; and 
 

e) provide the Dean of Graduate Studies with a written copy of this new supervision 
plan within 14 days of the meeting between the student and new supervisor. 

 
Any supervisor participating in a conflict of interest is subject to disciplinary proceedings. A 
student should not be penalized if a change in supervisor is necessary as a result of the 
misconduct of the supervisor. In this case, every effort should be made to allow the student to 
complete the program. 
 
7. Intellectual debate and challenge should be encouraged and supported by every 

Concordia supervisor. 

 
Academic freedom and intellectual debate are fundamental components of the graduate student 
experience at Concordia. Therefore, every effort should be made by the Dean of Graduate 
Studies, every graduate program director, every supervisor, and every graduate student to 
recognize and acknowledge that robust academic challenges and questioning are normal and 
healthy aspects of the graduate student experience, as well as important elements in the 
relationship between the student and his or her supervisor. 

 
To facilitate this academic freedom and intellectual debate, every graduate program director 
will: 

 
a) review Concordia’s statement of “Academic Freedom” with new students at every new-

student orientation meeting; and 
b) ensure  that  every  new  student  in  the  program  receives  a  written  copy  of 

Concordia’s statement of “Academic Freedom.” 
 
8. Concordia supervisors should be mentors to their students. 

 

Supervisors have responsibilities beyond the academic supervision of the research and 
writing of their graduate students. Although the mentoring role can vary significantly 
between academic disciplines, and will frequently by determined by the specific needs of the 
individual graduate student, supervisors should be responsible for mentoring graduate 
students in areas such as, but not limited to: 
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a) the development of appropriate academic and professional skills; 
b) the preparation of applications for funding and grants; 
c) the development of network opportunities with colleagues in academia and the 

professional world; 
d) the publication of their research; and 
e) the development of their future careers. 

 
9. Issues of intellectual property and authorship should be made clear from the outset 

of the graduate student’s program. 

 
Supervisors are responsible for informing students about Concordia’s policies that govern 
intellectual property, and about any specific intellectual property issues that are likely to arise 
from the student’s research. 

 
Even when issues are not clearly defined in Concordia policies, it is important that 
students and their supervisors have a discussion and reach an agreement (in writing) early on 
in their relationship, regarding issues that deal with: 

 
a) rights of authorship; 
b) the order of authorship on multi-authored publications; and 
c) the ownership of data arising from the research. 

 
Every agreement must state that it is subject to the written approval of the Dean of 
Graduate Studies. 

 
It is inappropriate for supervisors to ask students to assign their intellectual property rights to the 
supervisor or anyone else as a condition of pursuing research under the supervision of the 
supervisor. 
 
10.  Conflicts between a student and his or her supervisor should first try to be 

resolved at the lowest level possible. 

 
Periodically, differences of opinion and conflicts will arise between a supervisor and his or her 
student.  The following procedure will be followed when such conflicts emerge: 
 

1) The supervisor and student should first attempt to resolve the conflict on their own – so long 
as both the supervisor and student have voluntarily consented to this process. 

2) If the student or supervisor does not feel comfortable in addressing the problem at the 
student-supervisor level, or if after discussing the problem, the student and supervisor 
cannot find a solution, then they should consider involving the supervisory committee or 
equivalent (if there is one already in existence) to address the conflict. 

3) If the problem cannot be resolved at the student-supervisory committee level, then the 
graduate program director should be asked to address the conflict. Concordia will 
endeavor to make appropriate resources available to assist in this process. 

4) If no satisfactory resolution can be found at the graduate program level, then the 
conflict will be referred to the Dean of Graduate Studies for a solution. 

 
11. Continuity is important in graduate-student supervision. 
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The relationship between the supervisor and his or her student plays a fundamental role in the 
student’s successful completion of the degree. Continuity of supervision is an integral 
component of this relationship, since it provides: 
 

a) stability; 
b) security; 
c) an opportunity to establish sufficient mutual knowledge and trust to facilitate 

effective intellectual debate; and 
d) an intellectual environment that allows the graduate student to focus on the goals of the 

graduate program. 
 
The graduate program director must do all that is reasonably expected to facilitate 
continuity of supervision. In doing so, the graduate program director must only permit a change 
in supervisor if there are strong and compelling reasons to do so. These reasons include: 
 

a) a mutually agreed major shift in academic direction of the student’s research; 
b) serious academic disagreements and/or irreconcilable interpersonal conflicts; 
c) a conflict of interest (as discussed above); or 
d) illness of one of the parties. 

 
In some programs, it is common practice to place each new incoming student with an initial or 
temporary supervisor. In these cases, an appropriate and timely change in supervisors (such 
as after the student clarifies his or her research interests) is acceptable. A student should not be 
penalized if a change in supervisor is necessary. 
 
Any change in supervisor must be reported to the Dean of Graduate Studies within 14 days of 
the change. 
 
12.  Graduate students have substantial responsibilities in managing their own 

graduate education 
 

Graduate students share in the responsibility for selecting and achieving the goals that they 
seek in their programs. Graduate students are also responsible for knowing and abiding by 
the various Concordia policies and procedures that deal with: 
 

a) academic and research conduct; 
b) intellectual property; 
c) human subjects; 
d) animal welfare; 
e) health and safety; 
f) Research Ethics Board requirements; 
g) copyright policies; 
h) academic honesty; 
i) Turnitin policies; and 
j) degree requirements, program requirements and timelines.  

 
Students therefore must be proactive and take responsibility for: 

 
i) ensuring good communication with their supervisor and supervisory committee 

members; 
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ii) the meeting of timelines and other program requirements; and 
iii) seeking effective advice on academic and other matters. 

 
If problems arise in the supervisory relationship, it may be the student who must take action 
and seek advice and a remedy from the program, faculty or university. 
 
Concordia’s Faculty of Graduate Studies, the Dean of Graduate Studies, the program 
directors, and student supervisors are responsible for providing an appropriate environment 
for high-quality graduate education, but a student’s success is ultimately in the hands of the 
student. It is therefore essential that the graduate program director and the student supervisor 
inform students of their responsibilities, and provide their students with the information and 
support that they need to carry out their duties and responsibilities. It is the responsibility of 
the graduate program director to communicate the above-listed student responsibilities at every 
new student orientation, and to provide each student with a written copy of these responsibilities. 
 
The successful supervision of graduate students necessitates healthy and productive 
relationships between the supervisors and their graduate students. At the core of all 
successful relationships between supervisors and graduate students are mutual respect and 
professionalism. These core values— when combined with clearly defined roles of students, 
supervisors,  and others participating in the students’ education, and with information on 
Concordia’s policies and procedures relevant to a student’s graduate program—  go a long 
way to facilitating mutually beneficial relationships between Concordia students and their 
supervisors. 
 
AUTHORITIES AND OFFICERS 
 
A list of authorities and officers for the policy: 

 
a. Approving Authority: General Faculties Council 
b. Designated Executive Officer: Vice-President Academic 
c. Procedural Authority: Dean of Graduate Studies 
d. Procedural Officer: Dean of Graduate Studies 
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